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Introduction

CryptoNewsHaiti is Haiti's first and largest cryptocurrency and blockchain community. This

community, which has been around since 2016, promotes the use of blockchain. We

currently have 5k+ users across all of our social media platforms, with 3k+ just

on our telegram group. Having achieved success and gained widespread acclaim

throughout Haiti and the diaspora, we want to leverage blockchain technology by putting our

community on the blockchain and turning it into a DAO. Our DAO's name is CNH-DAO,

and it will run on the Superdao platform. Thus, this new endeavor will assist us in advancing

our goal. Any newcomer can understand the basics of cryptocurrencies and blockchain using

CNH-DAO as their bridge.

Along with helping to create tools that use blockchain technology, we also wish to conduct a

broad adoption. Anyone in the DAO who wants to fund his project may do so by using OUR

treasury. Since CNH-DAO is not just a DAO for Haitians, everyone who supports

decentralization, community funding, and blockchain technology is welcome to join.

Furthermore, it is for anyone who loves to help the people of Haiti. By getting involved in our

DAO, you will assist many Haitian entrepreneurs in starting up businesses utilizing

blockchain technology, which is another way to assist while also earning.

Mission of CNH-DAO

The goal remains the same; we will keep spreading the word about cryptocurrencies and

blockchain technology and educating people about them. We also want to use our

current DAO to fund the creation of a blockchain project in Haiti. The next

generation of mobile money will be created on the blockchain, and we want to move large

traditional industries over to the blockchain. All DAO members will also benefit from this,

unlike in the past when we were the only customers.

We will launch our news portal website and social media platform, and the DAO members

will share all revenue proportionally. Any member of our community is welcome to request

money from our treasury in order to launch a business that will thereafter distribute profits

to DAO members. The goal is to keep Haitians united for a common good; to do this, we

must invest in our community and create jobs. Along with the Haitian population, the

diaspora must be joined together. We want to build a bridge to make remittances easier

because the Haitian remittance sector is valued between 3 and 4 billion and we wanna take

profit from it.

Because conventional businesses tend to retain all advantages and benefits for themselves,

we want to support the next generation of businesses in Haiti with our DAO and let everyone

share in their success. For instance, even if we frequently use mobile money, we don't profit

from it. If we help establish one mobile money, however, we would all benefit from the

revenue generated. Another illustration is that even if we watch TV frequently, we don't

profit from it since the CEO or core team gets 100% of the profits. However, if we fund a TV

channel, we will utilize it and benefit from 100% of the profits. That is what we want to build

in Haiti, a place where all can earn from what they use and we will do that with the

development of a DAO.

In fact, we want to start the financial revolution for our country with our DAO.

We wanna fund and develop these types of business including:
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In short term

● Our Media channel ( Facebook, TikTok, Youtube, Website, Twitter, LinkedIn )

● A p2p platform

In Medium term

● A mobile payment system based on blockchain.

● Upgrade the peer-to-peer platform and include remittances.

● A betting system.

● A platform for lotteries.

In the long term

● A decentralized exchange

● Hotel and restaurant

● Small football stadium

● A big Brand Media channel ( Tv, Radio )

A percentage of all profit generated by all what we fund will go back to the community.

Who can get involved ?

So anyone can get part of our DAO, whether you are a Haitian or not. Our community is not

only for Haitian, but it is also for people who want to help us fulfill our mission. If you helped

Haiti in the past with donations via an NGO and don't believe your help reached the ones in

need this DAO can be a good way to do it now, How ? be part in this global movement to help

young Haitian people find financial freedom in crypto. you can also write a proposal and get

funded for your idea that can help Haitian having financial freedom.

If you are part of another DAO and you wanna help us to grow, you are welcome to be part of

our DAO. So what is best for us, we wanna help Haitian learn about blockchain and crypto,

create solutions using blockchain technologies, and help more Haitian people involved in

web3.

How to get involved.

To start we will use a NFT membership, anyone who purchases one of our NFT will be part of

our DAO, and will benefit from all what the DAO will produce or finance. Any DAO member

in future can ask for funds in our treasury to finance their project. They will have to pay a fee

for the proposal. This fee is for fighting against spam. And they must show that the project

will benefit the DAO or its members.

After purchasing a NFT membership you as a DAO member wont stay crossed arm, so you

will be a soldier to make marketing for the project and invite more people to get part in our

Dao, to invite people to use or purchase service that our DAO fund. Because you as a Dao

member will get a % from all projects that our Dao fund, for example every time we have a
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new YouTube video you will have the responsibility to share it with your friend that will help

this video get more views, and more views mean more money also for you.

In fact every DAO member can be involved in different ways.

1. By becoming a Dao Member when he/she purchase a NFT membership

2. By Writing proposal to use your knowledge to start a business or create a project that

will help our Dao to make progress

3. By acting as a marketing agent that will share content, or service of our Dao or our

funded project. What will be the responsibility for a DAO member ? After

becoming a member of our DAO you have some facultative responsibility to share

and promote the project and business that the Dao funds to gain more clients. every

DAO member must promote the Dao, promote its value and

Membership Tier

The membership NFTs will be launched by limited collection, once a collection is sold out

another one will be launched. The price and the supply of the first collection will be decided

by the team, for the collections that will come after price and supply will be determined by

DAO members via governance.

To maximize the DAO's revenue a royalty fee will be deducted from the sales of our NFTs in

the secondary market.

Our first collection will be the "Renaissance Collection" that will have a supply of 300 NFTs

and a mint price of 20$.

When this collection is sold out, the community will vote regarding the name,supply and

mint price of the next collection.

The governance platform

The governance platform will be the main place of our project. It is the place where every

DAO member will post their proposal and ask for funding. Superdao offers us a governance

platform where every DAO member can create a proposal. So each month a percentage of our

treasury will be available to fund projects. So members will vote and if a project has 51% Yes

vote, the project will be funded in the next month. We will set some rules that will be voted

first by the community. These rules will help us fight against potential scammers, and also

these rules will help DAO members to give back from project revenue, like receiving a % of

revenue from a personal project.
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Superdao proposal page

The vote power

Each NFT will have one voting power, that means 1 NFT = 1 voting power, a wallet can't have

more than 5 NFT so 5 voting powers per wallet.

Share of the treasury

Your NFT will also represent your share of the treasury that means it will determine your

share of the revenue of the DAO each epoch.

Each collection will have its own share value for example the first collection will have a 5

shares value that means someone who buys one of these NFT automatically has 5 shares in

the DAO's revenue. The second collection will have a 4 shares value, the third 3.75 so keep in

mind the earliest participant can purchase the NFTs that have the most share value.

The core team

We will have to create a core team with separate departments: marketing, finance,

development, and more. The core team must also write its proposal and post in the
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governance for the vote of DAO members. The core team will be a decentralized team and

they will have to manage the project, its roadmap and help us to reach our goal. The core

team will be paid by our treasury, and DAO members can vote to end the contract of any

member in the core team.

The core team will have the following members;

● Chief Executive Officer ( CEO)

● Chief Financial Officer (CFO)

● Chief Technical Officer (CTO)

● Head of Business Development

● HR Specialist

● Communication Officer

● Community Manager

● Social Media Manager

● Content Manager

● Web Developer

● UI/UX Designer

● ………..

Treasury

A DAO needs a treasury that will help it to fund its development, so in our case, we will start

with a treasury where we will finance it through the sale of NFT and loyalty. The treasury will

be managed by the finance department of the core team.

The community will vote on the allocation of the treasury. But we propose that each month

10% of the treasury is available for proposal.

Economy

A good management of its treasury is crucial for a DAO, in order to achieve that goal

CNH-DAO will keep a part of its treasury in stablecoins and major coins like BTC,

ETH,MATIC; 70% in stablecoins and 30% in major coins. It’s important for the DAO to not

be 100% percent exposed to only one cryptocurrency. To prevent that our 70% stablecoins

will be split in USDC, BUSD and FRAX, if a major event like the UST depedge were to be

reproduced again, by splitting our DAO’s treasury in several stablecoins we protect our funds

from this kind of risk.

At lunch our treasury will be 100% in stablecoins acquired from our NFT sales. When

everything will be working smoothly DAO members will vote to decide in which coins they

want to keep the 30% of the treasury. After that vote, 30% of the stablecoins raised at launch

will be swapped to the chosen major coins. We want to be a little exposed to the market and

profit from its fluctuation.

A percentage of the treasury(to be defined) shall be allocated to DEFI. Our DAO could

participate in ICO of promising launching projects, Yield farming and other DEFI products.

A team nominated by the members of DAO will be responsible for that aspect.
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To Find More

● DAO Page: www.superdao.co/cnh-dao

● Website: www.dao.cryptonewshaiti.com

● Telegram: https://t.me/cryptonewshaiti

● Twitter: https://twitter.com/cryptonewshaiti

● Facebook: https://web.facebook.com/cryptonewshaiti
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